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The purpose of this study is to analyze customer data from a local retail bank 

using machine learning. The goal is to detect attributes that investment 

customers have. Furthermore, this study compares performances of different 

machine learning models, how effective they segment investment customers. 

The used algorithms in this study were k-means clustering, logistic regression 

analysis, Naïve Bayes algorithm, support vector machines, k-nearest neighbors, 

decision tree, artificial neural network, and linear regression analysis. The 

performances of these models were measured using the confusion matrix or the 

mean squared error and the root mean squared error. 

According to the results, a customer invests more likely if he/she has an 

investor profile, has a higher account balance, is working, has given marketing 

permission, is contacted by the bank, or has an online bank and mobile bank. 

Also, a customer invests more likely if he/she has debt from the bank. 

Due to the performance measurements, the decision tree and the artificial 

neural network were the most effective models. All of the classification models 

reached 80-99% accuracy. Hit rates and precisions varied between the models. 

The algorithms managed to classify investor customers overall and customers 

who invest in funds. However, the models did not classify precisely customers 

who invest 50 000€ or more, customers who invest 100 000€ or more, or 

customers who invest in stocks.   
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Tämän tutkimuksen tarkoituksena on analysoida paikallisen pankin 

asiakasdataa koneoppimisen menetelmin. Tavoitteena on etsiä ominaisuuksia, 

joita potentiaalisilla sijoitusasiakkailla on. Lisäksi tavoitteena on vertailla erilaisia 

koneoppimisen menetelmiä, kuinka tarkasti ja vaikuttavasti ne luokittelevat 

asiakassegmenttejä.  

Tutkimuksessa käytetyt algoritmit ovat k-means-klusterointi, logistinen 

regressioanalyysi, Naïve Bayes -algoritmi, support vector machine, k-nearest 

neighbors, päätöspuu, artificial neural network ja lineaarinen regressioanalyysi. 

Pääasiallinen metodi mallien arviointiin oli confusion matrix tai keskineliövirhe ja 

keskineliövirheen neliöjuuri.  

Tulosten mukaan asiakas sijoittaa todennäköisemmin, jos hänellä on joko 

sijoittajaluokittelu/profiili, hänellä on tilivaroja, hän käy töissä, hän on antanut 

luvan markkinointiin, häneen on oltu yhteydessä pankista tai hänellä on 

käytössään verkkopankki ja pankin mobiilisovellus. Lisäksi asiakkaat sijoittavat 

todennäköisemmin, jos heillä on velkaa kyseisestä pankista.  

Algoritmeista tarkimmat ja tehokkaimmat olivat päätöspuu ja artificial neural 

network. Kaikki luokittelijamallit löysivät sijoittaja-asiakkaita 80-99 prosentin 

tarkkuudella. Osumatarkkuudet (hit rate, precision) vaihtelivat mallien ja 

kohdemuuttujien välillä. Mallit luokittelivat tehokkaasti ylipäätään sijoittavat 

asiakkaat ja rahastosijoittajat, mutta enemmän kuin viisikymmentätuhatta euroa 

sijoittavia, enemmän kuin satatuhatta euroa sijoittavia tai osakkeisiin sijoittavia 

asiakkaita mallit eivät onnistuneet tehokkaasti luokittelemaan.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Motivation for This Study 

 

Probably the most important “general-purpose” technology of our time is artificial 

intelligence and especially machine learning. The main factor of its significance is the 

ability to improve its performance itself. There is no need for continuous human 

intervention and explain precisely how to do a task. Nowadays, there are even models 

that accomplish their tasks entirely on their own. (Brynjolfsson & McAfee 2017, 2) 

 

There is much evidence that a man could utilize machine learning methods for 

predicting phenomena from collected data (Sabbeh, S. F. 2018, 273; Heyns, E. & 

Shammy, U. 2020, 2; Huang, C-C., Lai, J., Cho, D-Y. & Yu, J. 2020, 1,6). There is a 

trend of increasing demand for artificial intelligent models. Intelligent business models 

are built for optimizing business decisions. Machine learning plays a significant role in 

the movement. (Apte 2010, 1-2) 

 

Machine Learning and artificial intelligence may increase the efficiency of business 

processes and save money. For example, predictive process monitoring forecasts 

outcomes, performance, and changes in the behavior of business processes. It also 

forecasts possible problems, and required corrections could be made before the 

problem causes damage or even occurs, enabling a more efficient allocation of 

resources. (Kratsch, Manderscheid, Röglinger & Seyfried 2020, 1) 

 

Big data is a keyword at the time. Every one of us is not only a generator of data but 

also a consumer. We want products and services that are customized for us. For 

example, a supermarket chain selling different products via brick-and-mortar stores or 

online, stores every one of the transactions. The purpose of this is to predict which 

product a customer buys more likely. The supermarket wants to maximize its sales and 

profit. Simultaneously, a consumer seeks products that fit most with his/her needs. 

(Alpaydin, E. 2014, 1) 

 

Furthermore, data mining is also a keyword in the world of business intelligence. Data 

mining can be described as the process of detecting valuable patterns in databases. 
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These patterns are used to improve the quality of decision-making. Data mining is a 

growing field with increasing interest. Widespread of computers, data storing, and 

networking technologies have enabled the storing of transactions. A man can use data 

mining to analyze customer behavior and buying patterns. (Bose & Mahapatra 2001, 

211) 

 

1.2 Research Focus 

 

This thesis studies a sample of investor customer data of a local retail bank. The data 

is analyzed using machine learning algorithms: seven classification models and a 

linear regression model. The goal is to classify investor customers in a business-useful 

way. In addition, The used models are interpreted to find distinguishing attributes 

between customers. Comparing several machine learning techniques is the second 

aim.  

 

In a nutshell, this study contains seven targets. The main task is to detect customers 

who invest. Only investments through the bank are considered.  

 

The targets are to classify: 

1. investor customers, 

2. large investors (over 50 000€ and over 100 000€ in investments), 

3. the different type of investors (stocks, funds, or other securities), 

 

and analyze with the regression: 

4. the euro amount of investments. 

 

In other words, the goal is to classify different kinds of investors. That is desirable 

because different investment products are more profitable for the bank than others. 

However, it is most important to find investors overall, which is the primary goal of this 

thesis. The main interpretations and analyzes focus primarily on this task. 
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1.3 Research Questions 

 

Due to the focus of this study, the research questions took the form of:  

 

1. What is the most potential investor customer target group, and what are the 

distinguishing attributes? 

 

2. Which of the selected machine learning methods segments investment 

customers most effectively? 

 

The answers to these questions are shown in chapter 6. Seven target variables were 

studied in this paper (introduced more precisely in section 2.1). From the business 

point of view, it matters if a customer invests in stocks or funds. It also matters if a 

customer invests over 50 000€ or over 100 000€ through the bank. When the machine 

learning algorithms are interpreted, the answers to the first research question come 

naturally. The performance measurements give direct answers to the second research 

question.  

 

1.4 Structure of the Study 

 

At first, this study discusses the data and used methodology. After that, the paper 

focuses on the literature review of previous studies of the topic. The topic is separated 

into two parts. In the first part, studies of machine learning in the banking domain are 

discussed, and in the second part, general machine learning studies are explored. All 

the found studies are summarized in tables 1 & 2. After the literature review, the used 

machine learning methodology is introduced. The mathematics is represented slightly. 

Simplified and easy-to-understand graphics are also presented. 
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Figure 1. The Structure of the Study 

 

In chapter 5, the full study implementation is presented. Data exploration is presented 

with tables and graphics, and implementation and performance measurements of 

every algorithm are explained. The results of supervised models are listed in tables, 

and with clustering, there are graphical presentations of results.  

 

In chapter 6, the results are discussed, and some conclusions are made from the 

results of algorithms. The research questions are answered. Furthermore, the results 

of this study are compared to the previous findings, and some limitations of the study 

are discussed. Also, some topics and ideas for further studies are discussed. The 

process of this study is presented in figure 1.  

Data and 
Methodology

Literature 
Review

Theoretical 
Background

Segmentation 
of Investor 
Customers

Conclusions
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2 DATA AND METHODOLOGY  

 

2.1 Data 

 

Data for this study was gathered from a local retail bank. It contained approximately 

10 000 observations and 16 variables. Nine additional variables were derived from the 

original data. The preparation of the data is described in more detail in chapter 5. 

 

The explanatory variables were chosen in collaboration with a manager of the bank. 

These explanatory variables were chosen with two main criteria: the explanatory 

variable is interesting to study, and the variable is relatively easy to scrape. The target 

variables were derived from the two variables called Investments A and Investments 

B. Investments A included the euro amount of customer's investments through the 

bank. Investments B included all the investments through the bank and the balance of 

all the customer's accounts. The final target variables and the final explanatory 

variables are presented in chapter 6.  

 

2.2 Theoretical Framework 

 

The theoretical framework of this study includes an overview of previous studies on 

machine learning in general topics and in the banking domain. Also, the basics of the 

used machine learning methods are presented. The structure of the theoretical 

framework is shown in figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Theoretical Framework. 

 

The goal of introducing the theory of used machine learning algorithms is to help a 

reader get familiar with the basics of the models. If a reader is already aware, the 

implementation and results are presented in chapter 5.  

 

2.3 Methodology 

 

This study was implemented with several machine learning methods. The study's 

second goal was to find the most effective machine learning techniques to detect 

investment customers. Firstly, the data was scraped in headquarter of the collaboration 

bank, and it was delivered as an Excel file for this study. The data preparation and 

exploration were done using Excel and MATLAB. All the machine learning algorithms 

were programmed using MATLAB. 

 

The used algorithms were a mix of supervised and unsupervised algorithms. The 

unsupervised learning method was k-means clustering, and the supervised methods 
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were logistic regression (LR), decision tree (DT), k-nearest neighbors (KNN), support 

vector machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes (NB), artificial neural network (ANN), and linear 

regression. All the used algorithms are introduced in section 4.2. With all the 

supervised methods, the models were implemented using the hold-out cross-validation 

method, which is introduced in section 4.4. K-means clustering, LR, DT, KNN, SVM, 

NB, and ANN are classification models. The Linear regression analysis is a regression 

model.  

 

The performances of the models were measured with different evaluation methods. 

The performances of classification models were measured with the confusion matrix. 

Some derived measurements were calculated from the confusion matrix because they 

come naturally. However, in the results chapter, the raw matrices are also presented 

so that a reader can easily see the performances. The regression analysis was 

measured with the mean squared error, and the root mean squared error. These 

measurements are introduced in section 4.3. 

 

In a nutshell, all the algorithms were implemented separately, and all required data 

modifications (e.g., normalization or square roots) were done separately for every 

algorithm. With classification models, all six target variables were studied with every 

algorithm independently using loops. Furthermore, if the algorithm needed any 

optimization or choosing the most suitable built-in algorithm, these optimizations were 

also done for each model and target variable one by one. This is explained more 

precisely in chapter 5.  
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter discusses previous studies about machine learning (ML) performances. 

The previous studies are presented in two sections: ML studies in general topics and 

ML studies in the banking domain. All studies discussed in this section are listed in 

table 1 for general studies and table 2 for banking studies. Lastly, theories of the used 

ML models and the evaluation methods are unveiled.  

 

3.1  Machine Learning in General Industries 

 

Predicting customer behavior is a challenging task. Therefore customer behavior 

models are often relatively straightforward. Building these models requires the right 

techniques and approach. Nowadays, models are built using data mining of customer 

data. The aim is to answer one question at a time. In digital marketing, Machine 

learning techniques have changed the field. Marketers are collecting data from 

customers to produce a complete picture of the behavior. Analyzing the big data 

enables marketers to construct more precise customer segmentation models, develop 

customer acquisition strategies and improve customer value. (Orogun, A & Onyekwelu, 

B. 2019, 8391) 

 

The ML methods have become popular during the last decades. ML has been utilized 

in many fields such as crime prevention or medical diagnosis. These methods have 

been applied to detect unsatisfied customers, for example, in the telecom industry. 

Various attributes are used in the analysis, like call cost, customer service time, etc. 

(Abinaya, K. 2020, 95) 

 

Gupta B. M. & Dhawan S. M. (2019) studied the popularity of machine learning during 

2006 - 2007. The findings were that the USA is the leader in the ML field. Other large 

users are China, Germany, UK, and India. India made the most considerable growth 

rates, 52,46% annual. That rate was twice as much as the rest of the world, 22,03%. 
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3.1.1 Previous Studies in General Field 

 

In this section, this paper goes through recent studies and literature researches in 

general. A quick overview can be seen in table 1. The topic and successfulness of ML 

are presented.  

 

 
Authors Topic Successfulness 

Heyns, E. & Shammy, U. (2020) Traffic Density Yes 

Sabbeh, F. (2018) Customer Churn Yes 

Huang, C-C., Lai, J., Cho, D-Y. & Yu, J. 

(2020) 

Surgery Durations Yes 

Messina, R. & Filippi, M. (2020) Treatment of Headaches Yes 

Stachl, Pargent, Hilbert, Harari, 

Schoedel, Vaid, Gosling and Bühner 

(2020 

Personal Psychology Yes  

Vieira, S. & Mechelli, A. (2020) Safety of ML in Health Care (Focuses more on 

safety aspect) 

Kavakiotus, Tsave, Salifoglou, 

Maglaveras, Vlahavas & Chouvarda 

(2017) 

Diabetes Yes 

Cabitza, Locoro & Banfi (2018) Machine Learning in Orthopedics: 

a Literature Review 

Yes 

Mosavi, Ozturk & Chau (2018) Flood Prediction Yes 

Bruno, Vinicius & Herbert (2019) Financial Market Prediction Variety of Results 

Carvalfo, Soares, Vita, Francisco, Basto 

& Alcala (2019, 1) 

Predictive Maintenance Promising 

Klompenburg, Kassahun & Catal (2020, 

1-10) 

Crop Yield Prediction Yes 

Sharma, Kamble, Gunasekaran, Kumar 

& Kumar (2020) 

Agricultural Supply Chains Yes 

Yin, Sulieman & Malin (2019, 561) ML in Online Personal Health Data Yes 

Praveena & Jaiganesh (2017) Literature Review on Supervised ML 

Methods 

Yes 

Tatman, VanderPlas & Dane (2019) Reproducibility of ML Researches (Focuses more on 

reproducibility) 

 

Table 1. Machine Learning Studies in General Topics. 
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It’s been studied that traffic density can be forecasted using machine learning.  The 

study was conducted in the Netherlands. In this study, data was collected from five 

normal cars and 19 trucks when driving on a highway. The results indicated that traffic 

density could be predicted using driver behavior. The 95% accuracy was reached. 

However, there were some overfitting difficulties in this study. (Heyns, E. & Shammy, 

U. 2020, 2) 

 

Sarah F. Sabbeh (2018, 273) studied the accuracy of predicting customer churn using 

different machine learning methods. The goal was to compare ten ML methods. The 

data was about telecommunication, and it contained 3333 observations. According to 

this study, the best methods were Random Forest and ADA Boosting Trees with 94% 

accuracy. Multi-Layer Perceptron and Support Vector Machine also performed with 

relatively high accuracy, 94%. Decision Tree reached 90% accuracy.  

 

Huang, C-C., Lai, J., Cho, D-Y. & Yu, J. (2020, 1,6) Studied predicting surgery 

durations using ML. The situation of COCID-19 has forced health care centers to put 

effort into predicting surgery durations. Scheduling operation rooms are vital for good 

care. The used data contained 170 748 surgical cases and a large variety of attributes 

on relevant factors like surgical teams and inmates. The results show that the best 

model performed with 23,7% inaccuracy. The inaccurate percentage was 50% lower 

than average with the only surgeon-based information and 25% lower than an average 

procedure-specific model. The conclusions were made that the efficiency of operation 

rooms could be increased by ML methods, like Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGB). 

 

According to Messina, R. & Filippi, M. (2020, 1-2), machine learning techniques have 

also been utilized to treat headaches. These techniques are most beneficial at the 

individual level. ML can detect inconspicuous and regional distributed regularities of 

changes in the brain than group-level methods. Recent studies have focused on 

migraine. The results show that supervised ML methods reached 86% accuracy in 

discriminating migraine patients from controls. However, unsupervised methods could 

not separate migraine patients. 
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Stachl, Pargent, Hilbert, Harari, Schoedel, Vaid, Gosling and Bühner (2020, 613, 627) 

conducted an overview of ML studies in personality psychology. They also composed 

the main challenges that ML researchers face when operating with the models. 

According to them, there are only a handful of studies in psychology that utilized ML 

algorithms. However, they cleared that ML has a role in personal psychology studies, 

and there are two ways to utilize it: as an additional tool for research toolbox, and it 

enables modifying the findings into practical use effectively. 

 

On the other hand, Vieira, S. & Mechelli, A. (2020) remind in their article that there are 

also difficulties in the ML field. ML studies provide promising results, but Vieira and 

Mechelli emphasize that ML methods should be modified into clinical tools, especially 

in health care. They say that we should choose different measurements that academic 

publications require. We should move towards safety, acceptability, feasibility, and 

clinical utility. 

 

Kavakiotus, Tsave, Salifoglou, Maglaveras, Vlahavas & Chouvarda (2017, 104-112) 

produced a literature review of ML studies in all aspects of diabetes. The goal of the 

study was to conduct a review of ML applications in the field. Many ML methods were 

used in the scene of diabetes. As a result, the SVM method performed best and was 

used the most. It is also noticeable that most of the articles in the review reported 

above 80% classification accuracy what it becomes to predicting diabetes.  

 

Cabitza, Locoro & Banfi (2018) conducted a systematic literature review on the use of 

ML in orthopedics. They looked for articles on the subject from the last two decades. 

They screened and analyzed 70 journal articles with the grounded theory method and 

specified the predictive power of each ML method separately. They found that many 

researchers claimed to have developed models that go beyond human performance. 

However, they emphasize that ML is not different from other health technologies, but 

high-quality performances could be done using ML. It seemed that SVM is the most 

used method. All the searched models performed relatively well on their tasks.  

 

Mosavi, Ozturk & Chau (2018) did their literature review on the use of ML methods for 

flood prediction with more than 6000 articles. In this survey, they introduced the most 

promising methods. The current state of ML algorithms for find floods is at a relatively 
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young level. R^2 and root-mean-square deviation RMSE were mostly used for 

evaluations. In addition, the review mentioned that ensembles of ML models performed 

better than singular ML methods. The review also recalls that the use of models and 

especially ensembles require the proper use of soft computing. 

 

According to Bruno, Vinicius & Herbert (2019, 226-249) there are research 

opportunities on predicting financial markets with ML methods. They conducted a 

literature review of the main studies on the topic. Fifty-seven articles were reviewed, 

and the most used models were SVM and ANN. Most studies used data from the North 

American market. They concluded that using ML methods with data from developing 

markets is worthy of study.  

 

Carvalfo, Soares, Vita, Francisco, Basto & Alcala (2019, 1) went through articles on 

ML use in predictive maintenance in their literature review. In industries, the 

maintenance process plays a crucial role in success. Equipment faults should be 

detected and solved to avoid shutdowns in production. Admittedly, ML methods 

appeared to be promising in the maintenance field. However, the authors emphasize 

that the effectiveness of ML models depends on the quality of the model selecting 

process.  

 

Klompenburg, Kassahun & Catal (2020, 1-10) performed a systematic literature review 

on using ML to predict crop yields. This prediction includes support questions, what 

crops to grow, and what should be done during the growing season. 567 studies were 

audited, of which 50 were selected for further review. According to this review, the most 

widely used models were deep learning models. However, studies showed that models 

with more features did not perform best when making predictions.  

 

Sharma, Kamble, Gunasekaran, Kumar & Kumar (2020, 1) reviewed 93 research 

papers on ML applications in agricultural supply chains. This study indicates that 

agricultural supply chains benefit from utilizing ML algorithms in different phases of the 

agricultural process. ML algorithms can provide data-based support for decision-

making forehand, which improves efficiency.  
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According to Yin, Sulieman & Malin (2019, 561), user-generated content offers great 

opportunities for studies to learn more about an individual’s health status than with only 

clinical information. The purpose of their literature review was to review the 

effectiveness of ML methods for this task. 103 studies were viewed. The results 

indicate that ML can be applied to user-generated content, analyzing effectively and 

forming descriptions and inferences on personal health.  

 

Praveena & Jaiganesh (2017, 32-34) provided a literature review of supervised ML 

algorithms. According to them, especially supervised ML methods play a prominent 

role in data mining research. Their article prefers two methods: SVM and Decision Tree 

(DT). They concluded that some models work better with some classification problems 

than others. In addition, the AdaBoost appeared to be the best “out-of-the-box” 

classifier. However, SVM and DT are capable enough to solve big data mining tasks.  

 

Furthermore, Tatman, VanderPlas & Dane (2018, 4) studied the reproducibility of ML 

researches. They found out that nearly 40% also provided the used programming code 

among the study or the environment required to repeat the study. It also appeared that 

roughly 20% of provided links to codes were out of use within five years of publication.  

They conclude that sharing code and data is a very important factor in reproducibility. 

However, in this thesis, the data is considered encrypted because it can be a business 

secret. 

 

All in all, according to mentioned studies, it could be expected that SVM and ANN 

models could perform well in this study. Therefore, the models are included in the 

analysis. In addition, special attention should be paid to coding, as the above-

mentioned studies have shown that coding and the choice of models play great 

importance for success. Admittedly, ML has a predicting power on these general topics. 

In the next section, this paper views ML performances in the banking field.  

 

3.2 Machine Learning and Banking 

 

In this section, this paper reviews applications of ML in banking. The list of found 

studies is shown in table 2. The topic and the successfulness are presented.  
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ML and AI have been the greatest drivers in the financial domain. Their power has 

been utilized in financial institutions to improve efficiency and the satisfaction of clients. 

Although traditional banks are rapidly improving their activities with AI technologies, 

companies offering products, such as chatbots, play a crucial role in financial 

intelligence. As a consequence, ML and AI are conquering the banking industry. These 

techniques have given the banking sector new possibilities to answer consumers’ 

demands. (Donepudi 2017, 83-85) 

 

3.2.1 Previous Studies in Banking 

 

According to a literature review by Leo, Sharma, and Maddulety (2019, 1), the usage 

of ML in banking risks has been studied, but it seems that the level of application does 

not match the level of risk management in the industry today. They say that risk 

management in many areas of banking would benefit largely from the study of how ML 

could be applied to solve specific problems. Precisely, in market risk, liquidity risk and 

operational risk showed the greatest shortcomings. 

 

Moro, Cortez & Rita (2014, 1314-1323) conducted a literature analysis on business 

intelligence in banking. The analysis includes 219 articles from 2002-2013, and 

methods called text mining and Dirichlet allocation were used. According to the review, 

it is very clear that credit scoring is the most important application, especially 

forecasting risk and backing up credit denial or approval. BI is also utilized in detecting 

frauds and bankruptcies.  

 

According to Munkhdalai, Munkhdalai, Namsrai, Lee & Ryu (2019, 1), ML and AI have 

reached the human level in many application domains. Nevertheless, expert-based 

credit risk models have still beaten ML versions. Munkhdalai et al. studied if ML models 

could have performed better than a human-based credit-scoring in the 2001s. They 

used a survey of families in the United States. The range of ML models was from basic 

models to advanced neural network (NN) models. The study showed that losses via 

credit business could have been lower if the credit scoring could have been done with 

ML models. 
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Authors Topic Successfulness 

Leo, Sharma and Maddulety 

(2019) 

Banking Risk Management Yes (not at required 

level) 

Moro, Cortez & Rita (2014) Business Intelligence in Banking Yes (especially in 

credit section) 

Munkhdalai, Munkhdalai, 

Namsrai, Lee & Ryu (2019) 

Expert-Based Credit Scoring vs. ML Models 

in 2001s 

Yes 

Carbo-Valverde, Cuadros-Solas 

& Rodríguez-Fernández (2020) 

ML and Digitalization in Banks Yes 

Ptropoulos, Siakoulis, 

Stavroulakis, Vlachogiannakis 

(2020 

Bank Insolvencies  Yes (Especially RF 

And Neural Networks) 

Moro, Cortez, Rita (2014) Telemarketing in Long Term Deposits Yes 

González-Carrasco, et. 

Al.(2019) 

Banking Operations Yes 

Rantanen, Salminen, Ginter & 

Jansen (2019, 45-62) 

Classification of Online Reputation  Yes (52,7-65,2% 

accuracy with several 

target classes) 

Baybuza (2018) Predicting Inflation in Russia Yes 

Huang, Chai & Cho (2020) Quality of Deep Learning Process Yes (Emphasizes the 

quality of whole 

process) 

Tsai & Chen (2009) Hybrid ML Models in Credit Rating Yes (Classification + 

classification models 

ware the best) 

Khandani, Kim & Lo (2010) Consumer Credit Risk  Yes 

Hu, Chen, Vaughan, Yang, 

Wang, Sudijanto & Nair (2020 

Supervised ML Models in Credit Risk 

Modeling 

No clear answers 

 

Table 2. Machine Learning Studies in Banking.  

 

Carbo-Valverde, Cuadros-Solas & Rodríguez-Fernández (2020, 1,33-34) studied a ML 

approach to the digitalization of banking. The used models were RF (Random Forests) 

ad Causal Forests. Results show that usage of online banking can be explained with 

safety aspect and consciousness of available services. Some relationships between 

digital channels in banking and in non-banking appeared. Therefore, this study 
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recommends that banks address digitalization by classifying consumers among their 

preferences.  

 

In addition, Ptropoulos, Siakoulis, Stavroulakis, Vlachogiannakis (2020, 1092-1097) 

founded that RF and Neural Networks are superior models for predicting insolvencies 

in banking. In this study, these methods were compared to traditional bank failure 

models and other advanced ML methods. In conclusion, this study shows that factors 

such as income and capital play a more important role in predicting bank failures 

through CAMELS (Recognized International System of Banking Supervision). 

 

Moro, Cortex & Rita (2014, 24-31) also proposed an ML approach to study the success 

of bank telemarketing in long-term deposits. The study was executed with data from a 

Portuguese retail bank. The data was collected from 2008-2013, and the effects of the 

financial crisis were included. The data included 150 features. In the study, four ML 

methods were compared to each other: logistic regression (LR), decision tree (DT), 

neural network (NN), and support vector machine (SVM). They evaluated the 

performance of these models with two metrics: area of the receiver operating 

characteristic curve and area of the LIFT cumulative curve. All the models were tested 

with separate evaluation data, which were the latest observations, after July 2012. The 

NN model performed best and allowed to reach 79% of the subscribers by choosing 

better-classified clients. Furthermore, Moro et al. added sensitivity analysis and DT to 

the NN method, and it revealed some key factors on the topic, for example, Euribor 

rates, the direction of the call, and the experience of bank agents. Similarly, the study 

of this thesis utilizes the same ML methods, and it is also in the banking sector. A 

couple more methods are added, like the k-nearest neighbor and Naïve Bayes. The 

evaluation method is different, and the confusion matrix is used in classification 

problems. Evaluation methods of this study are introduced in section 4.3 Performance 

Measurements. 

 

According to González-Carrasco, Jiménez-Márquez, López-Cuadrado & Ruiz-Mezcua 

(2019, 319, 345), banks should keep a book of their operations in many fields. They 

should share their knowledge with other banks and analyze them together. This 

information can be used for many purposes, for example, fraud detecting or accounting. 

Their analysis concentrates on detecting relationships among operation records in 
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banking with big data and BI. The results prove that these relationships can be 

detected between banking operation records.  

 

Rantanen, Salminen, Ginter & Jansen (2019, 45-62) studied the classification of online 

corporate reputations in the banking domain. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was 

used to classify approximately 20 000 comments from social media to couple Banks in 

Finland. The results show that CNN achieved 52,7-65,2% accuracy, which can be 

considered as a reasonable result because there were many classes. Nonetheless, 

the results showed also that prior preparation did not cover all aspects of reputation.  

 

According to Baybuza (2018, 42-58), he did one of the first studies predicting inflation 

in Russia with ML methods. The data consisted of 92 macroeconomic series and series 

of the price level. The data also reflected indicators, such as the employment rate and 

the state of business activity. ML methods were compared to AR (autoregression) and 

Random-walk models. The study shows that ML models (RF, Boost methods) 

outperform or perform at least at the same level as Random Walk or autoregression. 

The main result was that it is possible to forecast inflation in Russia using the ML. 

 

Huang, Chai & Cho (2020, 1-24) searched and analyzed the literature on the usage of 

deep learning (DL) models in the banking domain. Forty articles from 150 available 

articles from the period 2014-2018 were selected and analyzed. They also discussed 

factors that may affect the results of financial DL models. This survey provides 

guidelines for financial professionals. Firstly, it seems that expanding a training sample 

would improve the performance. It can also be problematic if the data is diverse enough. 

In addition, multifactor models have more predicting power if the factors are effective. 

And obviously, data cleaning has an impact on the quality of forecasting. Model 

selection and avoiding overfitting and underfitting are also prominent. These findings 

are utilized in this thesis. 

 

Tsai & Chen (2009, 374-380) studied how hybrid ML models could improve banks’ 

credit ratings. According to them (at least at the time of the research), it is unclear 

which hybrid ML model is best for credit rating. The hybrid model of mixed clustering 

and classification ML models were used. The data was from a Taiwanese bank. 
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According to the findings, the best hybrid was the classification + classification 

combination.  

 

Khandani, Kim & Lo (2010, 2767-2786) did apply ML techniques to predict consumer 

credit risk. They utilized non-parametric and non-linear ML models. The data was a 

sample of significant commercial bank consumers from years 2005-2009. The study 

showed that ML models detected additional hits, which improved classifications 

produced by linear regression and R-squared, and were capable of 85% accuracy. 

Khandani et al. estimate that cost savings would be from 6% to 25% when cutting 

credit lines with ML forecasts. 

 

Hu, Chen, Vaughan, Yang, Wang, Sudijanto & Nair (2020, 1-25) studied the 

effectiveness of supervised ML methods in banking. The study contained bagging 

random forests, boosting, and NN models. The study compared these supervised 

models in credit risk modeling. Hu et al. concluded that a clear line between models 

could not be drawn. There are no clear answers to which model outperforms the others.  

 

To conclude from these mentioned studies, there is room for ML models in the banking 

field. In the next section, this paper focuses more on the methodology of this study. 

Many of the previously mentioned ML algorithms are also presented and utilized.   
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4 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

Machine learning (ML) is a computer science subfield in artificial intelligence (AI). ML 

studies algorithms for automating solutions in complex real-world problems. ML is 

divided into three different approaches in AI: supervised learning, unsupervised 

learning, and reinforcement learning. In addition, there is one more approach that lies 

between previous: semi-supervised learning. Supervised learning can be further 

divided into classification problems and regression problems. Furthermore, deep 

learning (DL) is a method that combines all of these approaches and also seeks to 

extend them. (Berry, Mohamed, Yap 2020, 3; Rebala, Ravi, & Churiwala 2019, 1, 19;  

Skansi 2018, 51; Wo.T.H., Czygan, Kumar & Raman 2017, 145-146)  

 

ML algorithms can solve complex tasks in a universal way. They learn to produce the 

designs from available data, and the larger data makes more accurate results possible. 

Data analysis is fundamental, but it should be executed efficiently. The key point of ML 

methods is to automate processes by detecting certain patterns from the data. ML 

algorithms solve problems with self-made data-based models. After the model is taught 

to make predictions, it can form predictions with new input data. ML algorithms can 

outperform human abilities crucially. ML algorithm is a machine that performs without 

human biases. (Rebala, et al. 2019, 2; Sarkar, Bali, Sharma 2018, 5) 

 

How is ML becoming more and more popular? One prominent factor is that data is 

generated at an increasing pace in all sectors. For example, from the internet, texts, 

images, data sensors, and datasets. A large amount of data generates possibilities in 

problem solving and problems in storage and processing systems. However, data 

plays a crucial role in ML. Data is raw information, and it can appear in any form. It can 

be useful or not. For example, if the price of gold is considered, this price information 

does not have a special meaning except describing the price of gold. The usefulness 

of data is dependent on the context. At the same time, the new information appears 

with relative data connections. This allows expanding knowledge beyond the human 

senses. (Sarkar, Bali, Sharma 2018, 4; Pendyala 2018, 2; Wo.T.H. et al. 2017, 1, 145-

146) 
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The ML scene has faced a change in data handling strategies. Methods should be able 

to implement scaling up strategies to process the new era of data requirements. 

According to that, some traditional ML models are abandoned in the context of big data. 

Despites of scale, it is essential to recognize the form of data. The form is a key part 

when choosing the right approach to ML modeling. Data can be categorized 

into labeled or unlabeled data. If the data has a value in the target variable, it is 

considered labeled. A picture of a lion can be considered. If we already know that there 

is a lion in the picture, then the data is labeled. When the answer to the question is not 

known, then data can be considered unlabelled. (Rebala, et al. 2019, 19; ; Golapudi & 

Laxmikanth 2016, 41) 

 

4.1.1 Supervised Learning 

 

As mentioned in the last paragraph, in supervised learning (SL), a dataset that includes 

the right answers, a labeled dataset, is fed in the machine. Data includes large sets of 

data points, and all the observations have an answer. For example, if the task is to 

teach the machine to identify an animal in a picture, the machine should be taught with 

a large dataset with pictures of animals. After this taught process, the machine can 

label new data correctly. SL can be divided into two sections: classification 

problems and regression problems. Classification means the ability to assign 

categories for datasets. Regression alludes to the ability to predict outcomes of a 

continuous variable. When choosing a suitable ML model, the form of the target 

variable should be taken into consideration. (Berry et al. 2020, 4; Rebala, et al. 2019, 

20; Sarkar, Bali, Sharma 2018, 35) 

 

Consequently, the existence of labels distinguishes SL from unsupervised learning 

(UL). In SL, data is often separated into two sets: training and testing. It has been 

observed that 66% of the data is enough to get desirable results without demanding 

more computational time. In addition, it is important to take into account that the ML 

algorithm stops learning when an admissible level of performance is reached. The 

performance of algorithms can be measured with a test set. (Berry et al. 2020, 4) 
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4.1.2 Unsupervised Learning 

 

On the other hand, unsupervised learning (UL) is pattern recognition 

from unlabeled data. In other words, utilized data do not have the right answers. All the 

data points are used as inputs, and therefore the most useful techniques would be 

clustering and association mining techniques. UL methods are useful for labeling new 

data. Clustering detects natural groupings in the unlabeled data and gives labels to the 

clusters. (Berry et al. 2020, 4; Rebala, et al. 2019, 21) 

 

A grocery store can be considered as an example. When time goes by, the UL model 

manages to detect patterns in purchasing habits. E.g., people who like to purchase 

beer are more likely to purchase chips. If someone wants to buy schoolbags, they are 

also likely to buy pencils. In other words, the machine tries to find trends or similarities. 

Given the huge amount of data, the algorithm could detect these clusters. (Rebala, et 

al. 2019, 21) 

 

4.1.3 Semi-Supervised Learning 

 

As the name of semi-supervised learning (SSL) indicates, it is halfway between SL and 

UL methods. In addition to unlabeled data, some supervision information is provided 

to the model, but not inevitably for all observations. Usually, this information will be 

associated with some examples. SSL algorithm uses clustering techniques to identify 

the groups in the given data and utilizes few labeled data points. In other words, this 

method identifies similarities or trends and categorizes these groups using these few 

labeled examples, and gives every data point a label. The advantage of this approach 

is the dexterousness of the model. The user does not have to label every data point. 

(Rebala, et al. 2019, 22; Chapelle, Schölkopf & Zien 2006, 2)  

 

Furthermore, the animal pictures can be reconsidered as an example again. If the 

normal SL algorithm is used to identify the animal in the image, the user must provide 

the machine with large training data in which each data point is labeled. The user must 

tell the machine which picture contains a dog and which contains a cat. When the data 

available is huge, this can lead to overload of work. Alternatively, the user could label 

only a few data points, a few images of cats and dogs. When data is given to the SSL 
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algorithm, the machine will find similarities or trends in these images, and all images 

in the same group get the same label. (Rebala, et al. 2019, 22; Zhou & Li 2009, 415) 

 

4.1.4 Reinforcement Learning 

 

Reinforcement learning (RL) is an ML method that is able to respond to changing 

conditions. Learning happens when the model is able to sense the external 

environment and choose an action based on that information. The model aims to 

maximize a specific and beforehand defined goal in an unstable environment. 

Therefore, the model should be able to detect changing situations, make a move and 

measure the effectiveness of this chosen action. Overall, RL is a suitable method for 

changing situations or huge state space. (Dong, Ding & Shang 2020, 48-50; Rebala, 

et al. 2019, 22-23)  

 

Accordingly, the game of chess can be considered a good example. Chess is the most 

widely studied game in the history of AI and is therefore relevant to this topic. According 

to a study by Silver, Hubert, Schrittwieser, Antonoglou, Lai, Guez, Lanctot, Sifre, 

Kumaran, Graepel, Lillicrap, Simonyan, Hassabis (2017, 1), RL deep learning 

algorithm called AlphaZero, with no given domain knowledge (except the rules of 

chess), achieved beyond the human level of play in the games of chess and shogi 

within 24 hours. However, in this thesis, the environment is stable, and therefore, RL 

models are not considered. In the following chapters, this paper discusses the theory 

of used ML models in more detail.  

 

4.2 Machine Learning Methods 

 

In this part, this thesis discusses the basics of used ML methods. The goal is to 

introduce a reader to the used machine learning algorithms and the used 

performance measurements. 

 

4.2.1 K-means Clustering 

 

Generally, the K-means is one of the simplest methods for detecting clusters from data. 

It is a clustering method, which means that it produces clusters from data. Clustering 

means that the name of the cluster is pointed to data points that belong in the cluster. 
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This results in similar data points having a similar cluster name. The letter “k” indicates 

the requested number of clusters that the user specifies. K-means algorithm belongs 

to unsupervised learning, which means that data is not labeled and the data is not 

separated into a training set and a testing set. In the k-means method, the whole data 

can be considered as training data. (Skansi 2018, 70; Kubat 2017, 277) 

 

The k-means algorithm includes four steps: 

  

1. K number of clusters are formed, and the centroids are placed randomly. The 

centroids are calculated as the numeric averages of the attribute values in the 

example it contains. 

2. Datapoint x is chosen, and all of its distances from centroids are calculated. 

The point is assigned to the closest cluster. This is done for all the data points. 

3. The centroids are moved such that the distances from their data points are 

minimized.   

4. Steps 2 and 3  are repeated until a stopping criterion has been satisfied.  

What is the proper stopping criterion? When each training sample is assigned to its 

nearest cluster, and nothing changes when steps 2 and 3 are repeated. (Kubat 2017, 

277-278) 
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Figure 3 A Two-Phase K-Means Algorithm. 

(Skansi, 2018, 71) 

 

At first, the initial amount of centroids are randomly put in the data point vector space. 

K-means progress happens in two phases. One is called assign, and another one is 

called minimize. These two phrases are repeated in a cycle several times. In the first 

step, the data points are assigned to the nearest centroid with respect to the Euclidean 

distance. In the second step, the centroids are moved to minimize the sum of the 

distances of the data points assigned to them. After that, the cycle is completed. When 

the next cycle starts, centroids are in their place, but in the assign phase, the data 

points may be labeled differently than in the previous cycle. At the end of the cycles, a 

hyperplane defines new data points for the nearest centroid and cluster. Phase cycles 

are illustrated in figure 3, where k = 2. Sub-figures two and five represent the 

assignment phase, and sub-figures three and six represent the minimize phase. 

(Skansi 2018, 70-71) 

 

4.2.2 Logistic Regression Analysis 

 

The biggest difference between linear regression analysis and logistic regression (LR) 

analysis is what kind of scientific questions could be asked. In LR, the dependent 

variable is dichotomic or categorical. For example, one can examine what variables 
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could explain a student’s likelihood of passing an exam. In linear regression, it is 

assumed that the dependent variables are continuous. In LR, binary discrete 

dependent variable takes a form of a dummy variable. It is possible to express the two 

values with numbers,  for example, 1 and 0.  (Osborne 2017, 3; Pampel 2011, 2) 

 

A binary-dependent variable that is simultaneously qualitative and can have values of 

1 or 0 happens to be suitable for use in multiple regression. This is useful because 

every coefficient of the independent variable tells if this exact variable increases or 

decreases the probability of the dependent variable being 1. In spite of that, the 

predicted values take the form of probabilities that are conditional on the independent 

variables. The higher the predicted value, the more likely phenomena with particular 

scores on dependent variables will have a characteristic in the target variable. 

(O’Connell 2020, 2; Pampel 2011, 2) 

 

LR shuffles up to two traditional statistical methods. One is the analysis of contingent 

tables, in which all the target variables are either dichotomous, nominal, or ordinal. Due 

to conditional tables, log-linear analysis was developed for the complexity of 

multidimensional contingency tables. (Menard 2013, 2). LR provides a yes or no 

prediction instead of a continuous value. Therefore LR is rather a classification 

technique than a regression problem. Since the yes/no value is being predicted, the 

sigmoid function could be used, and it could be written as follows: 

 

1 Sigmoid 
Function ℎ(𝑥) =  𝑔(𝑧) =

1

1 + ⅇ−𝑧
 

 

 

The values of the sigmoid function are within the range of 0-1. If the value of the 

predicted hypothesis more than 0,5, then the prediction is 1. If the value is under 0,5, 

then the prediction is 0. (Rebala, et al. 2019, 37-38). Logistic regression uses a cost 

equation. One way of writing the cost equation is as follows: 
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2 Cost 
Function 𝐽(𝜃) = − 1

𝑚⁄ [∑ 𝑦ⅈ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(ℎ(𝑥ⅈ))

𝑚

ⅈ=1

+ (1 − 𝑦ⅈ) 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − ℎ(𝑥ⅈ))] 
 

 

(Rebala, et al. 2019, 37-38) 

 

 

4.2.3 Naïve Bayes Algorithm 

 

The Naïve Bayes (NB) algorithm is a simple classification method, which lies on 

probabilities. It is an effective statistical method that is based on Bayes’ theorem. 

Despite its simpleness, it is useful for large datasets. It is a probabilistic view of 

machine learning, but it challenges deep learning methods with its precision. However, 

it must be considered that Naïve Bayes’ algorithm assumes that all features are 

independent of each other. According to that, each feature has its own weight in 

predicting power. But it cannot handle any dependencies between features. In some 

cases, it makes sense to study causalities rather than just results. (Rebala, et al. 2019, 

37-38; Skansi 2018, 59-61) 

 

The basis of this algorithm is the Bayes’ theorem which is written as follows: 

 

3 Bayes 
Theorem 

𝑃(𝑐|𝑥) = 𝑃(𝑥|𝑐) ⋅ 𝑃(𝑐) ∕ 𝑃(𝑥)  

 

𝑃(𝑐|𝑥) is the probability of c when x is already happened, 𝑃(𝑥|𝑐) is the same vice versa, 

𝑃(𝑐)  and 𝑃(𝑥)  means the basic probabilities of c and x. On the other hand, 

classification is often done with several variables, and therefore, an example with two 

independent variables could be considered. If a banana has two certain attributes, 

height (in certain height range/not in certain height range) and color (yellow/not yellow), 

the equation could be written as follows: 

 

4 Naïve 
Bayes 𝑃(𝑏|𝑦, ℎ) =

𝑃(𝑏) ⋅ 𝑃(𝑦|𝑏) ⋅ 𝑃(ℎ|𝑏)

𝑃(𝑏) ⋅ 𝑃(𝑦|𝑏) ⋅ 𝑃(ℎ|𝑏) + 𝑃(𝑥) ⋅ 𝑃(𝑦|𝑥) ⋅ 𝑃(ℎ|𝑥)
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Where b means banana, y means yellow, h means height range of banana, and x 

means non-banana. The probabilities follow the same logic that in equation 4. (Rebala, 

et al. 2019, 63; Skansi 2018, 59) 

 

4.2.4 Support Vector Machine 

 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) has become popular in the last decade. It has proved 

itself to be an effective ML method for classification tasks. SVM can classify 

successfully with relatively small data samples and does not need many observations 

to generate a model. (Rebala, et al. 2019, 63; Lam, Nguyen & Ling, 2012, 213). The 

main task for SVM is to find support vectors that maximize the margin between 

observations and support vector. (Kubat 2017, 85). 

 

 

 

Figure 4 The Maximum Margin Classifier.  

(Kubat 2017, 85; Lam, Nguyen & Ling, 2012, 215) 

 

The SVM is a hybrid of between parametric and nonparametric models. SVMs are 

binary linear classifiers, and they establish a hyperplane to label data points into two 

classes. SVM produces a hyperplane of N - 1 dimension for an n-dimensional feature 

to separate data. (Rebala, et al. 2019, 63; Lam, Nguyen & Ling, 2012, 215). 

Simplified examples of maximum margin classifiers and soft margin classifiers are 

presented in figures 4 and 5. 
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Figure 5 The Soft Margin Classifier.  

(Kubat 2017, 85; Lam, Nguyen & Ling, 2012, 215) 

 

If a two-dimensional classification problem is considered, it can be seen from figure 4 

that the red line has the smallest margins for observations. Conversely, the black line 

has the highest margins, which are illustrated with the green lines. This indicates that 

the black line would perform better with new data since the higher the margin, the 

higher the model's chances of performing better with new observations. (Kubat 2017, 

85). This method is called The Maximum Margin Classifier. Often, however, data sets 

are not clearly linearly separable. Therefore, a method called Soft-Margin 

Classifier has been invented. This model is achieved when the constraints of the SMV 

are slightly relaxed, and it tolerates a small amount of misclassification. This is 

illustrated in Figure 5. (Lam, Nguyen & Ling, 2012, 215-216) 

 

4.2.5 K-Nearest Neighbors 

 

The K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) method is also a simple non-linear algorithm. The 

concept is to keep all the training data in memory and utilize the distance metric to 

classify the new data point. Similarly to k-means, in KNN user specifies the number of 

neighbors by defining k. KNN is called a nonparametric lazy learning method. It does 

not require any assumptions about the data distribution. Furthermore, it does not call 

for a separate learning phase for generalization. (Kamath, Liu & Whitaker 2019, 69; 

Viswanathan, Viswanathan, Gohil, Chiu  2016, 684) 
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In addition, all samples are trained by the KNN algorithm. KNN also classifies new 

samples based on similarity measures, for example, Euclidean Distance which can be 

expressed as follows:  

 

5 Euclidean 
Distance 

√∑(𝑥ⅈ − 𝑦ⅈ)2

𝑘

ⅈ=1

 

 

 

KNN classifies new observation with a label that is the most common in the k-nearest 

neighbors. For example, if k is one, the new observation is denoted by the name of the 

class whose data point is closest to the observation. K is the only input required by 

KNN. However, small k could lead to over-fitting, and large k could lead to under-fitting. 

A man can utilize cross-validation to choose a proper k-value. The pros of KNN are its 

simpleness, and no assumptions of data distribution are required. The cons are the 

interpretability of the results and the processability of the large data. In addition, if the 

dimensions are high, they may need to be dropped for better performance. (Kamath, 

Liu & Whitaker 2019, 69; Viswanathan, Viswanathan, Gohil, Chiu 2016, 686). The 

algorithm of KNN is relatively simple: 

 

1. The amount of k nearest neighbors of a data point 𝑥 is identified. 

2. The most frequent neighbor is identified, let us call it 𝑦. 

3. 𝑥 is labelled with 𝑦. 

 

KNN classification with just one k could be misleading, especially in noisy data. 

Therefore, the more robust system is to use more than one nearest neighbor and use 

“the voting method,” which means that in the k-number of the nearest neighbors, the 

most frequently appearing labels the new observation.  (Kubat 2017,43-44) There are 

also more developed KNN methods available. In this thesis, the basic voting method 

is utilized. 

 

4.2.6 Decision Tree 

 

The Decision Tree (DT) includes a variety of decisions and paths based on the values 

of training data. A DT builds a structure with certain rules. (Rebala, et al. 2019 ,77). 
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Basically, a decision tree is a combination of rules. One can consider them as if-

statements. If all observations in a node belong to the same class, then the node is 

labeled. Otherwise, the node contains a rule which determines to which node the path 

continues. Decision tree algorithms are widely used methods for detecting patterns. 

They are capable of generating classification or regression models with a satisfying 

level of accuracy in many fields. For example, decision tree models are exercised in 

the medical field and in credit risk assessing. (Barros, Carvalho & Freitas 2015, 7-10).  

 

 

 

Figure 6. Example of Decision Tree.  

(Barros et al. 2015, 9) 

 

DT is a nonparametric method that is exploitable in classification or regression 

problems. It is a supervised ML method where the input space is separated into local 

regions in order to predict the target variable. Basically, a decision tree can be 

considered as a graph consisting of a finite, non-empty set of nodes. Furthermore, 

other fundamental concepts are depth and breadth. The average of layers is called 

the average depth. The average of nodes per level of the tree is considered as 

the average breadth. Both of these numbers indicate the complexity of the model. A 

simplified example of DT is shown in figure 6. (Raghav, Sarkar, Lantz & Lesmeister 

2016, 220; Barros et al. 2015, 9) 
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4.2.7 Artificial Neural Networks 

 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are coded networks that mimic the function of human 

neurons. (Livshin 2019,1; Skansi 2018, 145; Graupe 2013,1). If conventional methods 

tend to solve a one-variable-at-the-time type of problems, ANN serves the analysis of 

all process parameters simultaneously. ANN methods were found to solve complex 

problems. They consist of the linked simple processing elements, as known as artificial 

neurosensory nodes. These nodes offer parallel processing of data. (Cain 2017,1-2). 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Single Artificial Neuron. 

(Livshin 2019, 2) 

 

As a result, the artificial neuron has a neuron and a connection to other neurons, and 

a simple image is shown in Figure 8. Each input is assigned a weight (w) that 

determines the effect of the current input on the neuron. Similarly, if input 1 has a 

higher weight, it also has a greater effect on neurons and a greater effect on output. In 

figure 7, the body of the neuron is portrayed with a circle divided in half. The left part 

of the circle consists of the calculation that the neuron body performs. The left half is 

marked with Z in this case. For example, the Z could be as follows: 

 

6 ANN 
Input 

𝑍 = 𝑊1 ⋅ 𝐼1 + 𝑊2 ⋅ 𝐼2 + 𝑊3 ⋅ 𝐼3 + 𝐵1  

 

Where 𝑊:s represent the weights, 𝐼:s represents the inputs and 𝐵 stands for the bias. 

Bias is the linear part of the calculation. So, 𝑍 is calculated sum of inputs to the neuron 

multiplied by their weights and bias added. Further, to calculate the output, a special 
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nonlinear function can be applied. This nonlinear function is called the activation 

function, 𝜎. Hence, the equation could be expressed as follows:  

 

7 ANN 
Output 

𝑂 = 𝜎(𝑍)  

 

Indeed, there are many different activation functions available. The usage of them 

depends on many components. (Livshin 2019, 2-4). One great example of activation 

functions is the Sigmoid function. However, there are many other options available. 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Example of Artificial Neural Network.  

(Shanmuganathan & Samarasinghe 2016, 7) 

 

In summary, the basic idea of ANN is listed below: 

1. Labeled data can be separated into three parts: training, testing, and validation 

sets.  

2. Inputs are inserted to the candidate ANN. 

3. Impulses go through hidden layers. 
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4. ANN follows the order: input layer, hidden layers, and output layer. 

5. Information is processed in neurons that communicate with the next neurons 

via weights (marked with W in figure 8) and biases. 

6. The candidate ANN is trained throughout the process. 

7. ANN produces outputs that are compared to actual target values. 

8. The model receives feedback on these measured errors, and the goal is to 

adjust internal parameters such as weights and biases to minimize the 

measured error. 

9. This process continues until the satisfaction criteria are met. 

 

The performance of ANN is measured with a testing set. This is required since it is the 

final measurement determining if the model is useful. (Skansi 2018, 145-146) 

 

4.2.8 Regression Analysis 

 

Regression analysis is a ML technique that falls into the supervised learning category. 

This method is suitable when data is labeled. With regression analysis algorithms, 

relationships between various dimensions can be built. Science focuses on causalities 

variables. For e.g., is smoking related to tumors, or what attributes of a customer 

indicate more consumption. Regression analysis is one way of studying causalities. 

(Rebala, et al. 2019, 25; Yan & Su, 2009, 1-2) 

 

There are three types of regression: Classic Linear Regression Model (CLRM), 

Multiple Linear Regression Model (MLRM), and Nonlinear Regression Model. In 

addition, regression analysis has three main goals: detect causality between 

explanatory and target variable, predict the target value using observations of 

explanatory values and screen the independent variables to measure the explanatory 

power of explanators. In regression analysis, the dependent variable, as known as the 

target variable, is often marked with 𝑌 . Independent variable, as known as the 

explanatory variable, is marked with 𝑋. (Yan & Su, 2009, 2) CLRM could be written as 

follows: 
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8 CLRM 𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥 + 𝜀  

 

Where 𝛽0 presents the intercept, 𝛽1 states the coefficient of the dependent variable 

and 𝜀  stages the error term. In CLRM, the goal is to explain the target with one 

explanatory variable. When there are multiple explanatory variables available, the 

MLRM could be used. (Rebala, et al. 2019, 26; Yan & Su, 2009, 2) MLRM could be 

expressed as follows: 

 

 

9 MLRM 𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 + 𝛽2𝑥2 … 𝛽𝑛𝑥𝑛 + 𝜀  

 

 

Or 

 

10 
MLRM  

𝑦 = ∑(𝛽ⅈ𝑥ⅈ)

𝑛

ⅈ=0

+ 𝜀 
 

 

 

Or 

 

11 
MLRM 

𝑦 = 𝑋𝛽 + 𝜀  

 

 

 

Where all the 𝛽𝑛  are coefficients for independent variables and all the 𝑥𝑛  are the 

explanatory variables. 𝜀 is the error term. 𝑥0 is considered as 1.  

 

The least-squares estimation is the method for CLRM to find the estimates 𝑏0 and 𝑏1, 

which represents the values for squared distance between the actual value 𝑦ⅈ  and 

predicted value. The goal is to find the minimum distance from all the possible 

coefficient combinations. The aim is to find the closest line, which is the regression line, 

which is the closest line to real observations of a target. The equation is written as 

follows: 
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12 Least 
Squares (𝑏𝑜, 𝑏1) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛

(𝑏0,𝑏1)
∑[𝑦ⅈ − (𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥ⅈ)]2

𝑛

ⅈ=1

 
 

   

And for multiple linear regression: 

 

13 Multiple Least 
Squares 

𝑏 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝛽[(𝑦 − 𝑋𝛽)′(𝑦 − 𝑋𝛽)]  

 

Where 𝑏′ is a k-dimensional vector of the estimates of the regression coefficients. (Yan 

& Su, 2009, 10-11, 59). 

 

However, regression analysis makes some assumptions about uncertainties. The Best 

Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) is a widely used combination of requirements. 

There are four assumptions for CLRM to be BLUE. The assumptions are listed below: 

 

 

14 The Error Term Has Mean of 
Zero: 

𝐸(𝜀ⅈ) = 0  

15 The Constant Variance of 
Errors: 

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜀ⅈ) = 𝜎2 < ∞  

16 The Independency of Errors 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝜀ⅈ , 𝜀𝑗) = 0   

17 The Independency of the Error 
and the Variable: 

𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝜀ⅈ , 𝑥ⅈ) = 0   

 

(Lista 2014, 82; Brooks 2008, 43-44). 
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4.3 Performance Measurements 

 

Since the ML methods used in this thesis were introduced, it makes sense to review 

the performance evaluation methods. At next, the evaluation metrics are introduced 

lightly.  

 

4.3.1 Mean Squared Error and Root Mean Squared Error 

 

 

The Mean Squared Error (MSE) is defined by calculating the differences between 

predicted values and actual values. The equation can be expressed as follows: 

 

18 MSE 1

𝑛
∑(𝑥ⅈ − �̂�ⅈ)

2

𝑛

ⅈ=1

 
 

 

For example, MSE can be used to measure of the performance of the ANN model 

(Kubat 2017, 96). For simplicity, MSE can be continued to the Root Mean Squared 

Error (RMSE), that can be written as follows:  

 

19 RMSE 

√
∑ (𝑥ⅈ − �̂�ⅈ)2𝑛

ⅈ=1

𝑛
 

 

 

(Chai & Draxler 2014, 1248). In this study, the MSE and RMSE measurements are 

used to estimate the performance of the linear regression model and teach ANN by 

calculating these metrics from validation sets. The Performance of ANN is measured 

with the confusion matrix that is introduced in the next section.  

 

4.3.2 Confusion Matrix  

 

The assessment method is a crucial factor in evaluating classification performance. 

The method is also prominent for model training and model guiding. An error in a 

training phase indicates how well the model fits into the training data, whereas an error 

in the testing phase simulates the performance with unseen data. The goal of ML 

methods is to learn from the training data to forecast class labels for unseen data. 

Therefore, the prober measurement method plays an important role. Nevertheless, the 
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out-of-sample errors cannot be measured because the outputs of new data samples 

are unknown. Therefore, there is no perfect method for measuring performance with 

new data. With a testing set, it is possible to simulate the performance with new data. 

(Tharwat 2018, 1-25) 

 

Figure 9 The Confusion Matrix.  

(Facwett 2006, 862) 

 

Generally, there are four possible outcomes in the traditional binary classification 

problem: true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false 

negatives (FN). When the model predicts positive, and the actual value is positive, then 

it is considered as true positive. If the model predicts positive and the actual value is 

negative, then it is false positive. If the actual value is negative and a model predicts it 

right, then true negative is considered, and if the actual value is positive and negative 

is forecasted, false negative is considered. (Powers, 2007, 1-2; Facwett 2006, 861-

874) An example of the confusion matrix is shown in figure 9.  

 

There are also some equations that are introduced next. These equations can be 

calculated from the matrix. In chapter 5, these calculations are presented among the 

matrices, and a reader can observe all the measurements. In this study, the main 

measurements are accuracy, hit rate, precision, and f-measure. All the used 

derivations are written as follows:  
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20 Hit Rate / Recall 𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

 

 

21 Miss Rate 

 

𝐹𝑁

𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑃
 

 

22 True Negative Rate 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
 

 

 

23 False Positive Rate 𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
 

 

 

24 Negative Predictive 
Value 

𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
 

 

 

25 False Omission Rate 𝐹𝑁

𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁
 

 

 

26 Precision 𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

 

 

27 False Discovery Rate 𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑃
 

 

 

28 Accuracy 𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

 

 

29 F-Measure 

 

2

1 ∕ 𝑃𝑟ⅇ𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 1 ∕ 𝑟ⅇ𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 

 

 

(Powers, 2001, 2-3; Facwett 2006, 862).  
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In this study, the confusion matrix is used to evaluate the performance of the 

classification methods (LR, NB, SVM, KNN, DT, and ANN). The results of these models 

are shown in matrices, and further calculations are shown below and to the right of the 

matrix. The implementation and results are presented in chapter 5.   

 

4.4 Cross-Validation  

 

Cross-validation is used to resample data to avoid overfitting and underfitting, and the 

main goal is to achieve sufficient ability for generalization. The most common challenge 

for ML models is overfitting. ML models could easily adjust to the model's calibration 

dataset but cannot predict well from unseen data. To avoid overfitting, a one can 

separate data into a training set and a testing set. A model learns from a training set, 

and a testing set is for the evaluation of performance. (Berrar, 2018, 1-2). In this study, 

the holdout cross-validation technique is used.  
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Figure 10. The Holdout Cross-Validation Process 

 

Figure 10 presents how the holdout cross-validation is implemented in this paper. At 

first, the data were collected and prepared. The data consisted of explanatory 

variables X and target variables Y. The data were separated into training and testing 

sets, followed by the learning phase, where the model is taught with the training set. 

Finally, predictions are constructed with learning algorithms from the explanatory 

variables of the test set, and the predictions are compared to actual target values from 

the testing set. The confusion matrix is used to evaluate the performances of 

classification models (logistic regression, Naïve Bayes, support vector machine, k-

nearest neighbors, decision tree, and artificial neural network). MSE and RMSE are 

used to evaluate the performance of regression analysis. Nevertheless, the artificial 
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neural network was constructed with cross-validation of three sets. The model learns 

by a training set, is modified via a validation set, and is tested with a test set.  
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5 SEGMENTATION OF INVESTOR CUSTOMERS 

 

This chapter discusses each algorithm used in this thesis. At first, the data is introduced 

and explored. The exploration was done with statistics, histograms, and correlations. 

The basic statistics (not published in this study) were calculated, and histogram plots 

and correlations were derived from every variable. The first used ML algorithm was k-

means clustering because of its explorative abilities. The k-means clustering was used 

to study the continuous target variable, amount of investments. Next, the six 

categorical target variables were studied using the classification algorithms (LR, NB, 

SVM, KNN, DT and ANN), and their performances were measured using the confusion 

matrix. Finally, the continuous target variable was studied using the linear regression 

analysis, and the performance was measured with MSE and RMSE. Since the primary 

target variable of this thesis was the categorical variable investments yes/no, and a 

prolonged amount of pages is not desirable, the more profound interpretations of the 

models and the functions focus on the primary target only. Also, some variables for 

further interpretations were chosen according to the results of k-means clustering.  

 

 

Figure 11. The Structure of the Implementation.  
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The structure of the implementation and the split between target variables is shown in 

figure 11. The split means that the classification models (LR, NB, SVM, KNN, DT, and 

ANN) study the classification targets of this thesis: 

 

1. Investments?  

2. Investments over 50 000€?  

3. Investments over 100 000€?  

4. Investments in Funds?  

5. Investments in Stocks? 

6. Investments in Other Securities? 

 

And the evaluation method for these is the confusion matrix and its derivations. The 

results are presented with separated matrices, and they are named after the names of 

the target variables. In addition, the linear regression analysis studies the continuous 

target variable: 

 

7. The euro amount of investments. 

 

And the evaluation method is the mean squared error, and the root mean squared 

error. 

 

In summary, k-means clustering was used to explore the data and get the first insights. 

These insights were taken into consideration as their own and in the interpretations of 

other models, for instance, in interpreting the KNN model (figure 15). Furthermore, the 

classification models were used to study the classification targets (1-6), and the results 

were evaluated with the confusion matrix, which is commonly used in the evaluation of 

classification models. Whereas the linear regression model was used to explore the 

continuous variable (7), and the performance was measured with the mean squared 

error, and the root mean squared error. 
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5.1 Data 

 

The data of this thesis contained approximately ten thousand observations. There were 

fourteen explanatory variables and seven target variables. Three of the explanatory 

variables were continuous, and eleven were categorical or binary. Six of the target 

variables were binary, and one was a continuous variable. More detailed descriptions 

of variables are shown in tables 3 and 4.  

 

 

Target Variables Description 

Investments (Yes/No) Does a customer have investments through the bank? 

Yes or no.  

Investments over 50 000€  Does a customer have more investments than 

50 000€ through the bank? Yes or no. 

Investments over 100 000€  Does a customer have more investments than 100 

000€ through the bank? Yes or no. 

Investments in Funds Does a customer have investments in funds through 

the bank? Yes or no.  

Investments in Stocks Does a customer have investments in stocks through 

the bank? Yes or no. 

Other Investments Does a customer have another type of investments 

through the bank? Yes or no. 

Amount of Investments € The euro amount of investments that a customer has 

through the bank.  

 

Table 3. The Target Variables. 
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Explanatory Variables Description 

Age The age of a customer. The limited range of age was 

from 18 to 60 years.  

Age Groups New groups were derived from the ages of customers. 

The groups were 18-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-60. 

Gender Male or female.  

State of Life There were four lingual classes: “At Work”, “Student”, 

“Pensioner”, or “Other”.  

Credit / Debit Card Definition if a customer has of credit or debit card. Yes 

or no.  

Investor Profile According to Finanssivalvonta (the Finnish supervisor 

of finance), banks should profile their investment 

customers before giving any investment advice. 

Number 1 means that a customer has no investment 

profile, and 2-7 are different categories with no order.  

Average Debt A customer's average amount of debt per year on 

monthly basis. 

Marketing Permission Has a customer permitted for direct marketing? Yes or 

no.  

Online Bank Does a customer have an online bank? Yes or no.  

Mobile Bank Does a customer have a mobile bank? Yes or no. 

Lives in Domain Does a customer live in the domain of the bank? Yes 

or no. 

Assessment of needs Whether any of the bank 's employees have contacted 

the customer and assessed the needs of the customer 

within a year. Yes or no.  

Assessment of needs (Days) How many days have elapsed since the customer's 

needs are assessed if it was done within a year? If the 

assessment is not done within a year, the days are 

considered as the days from 1.1.2020. 

Account Balance The amount of money a customer had in his/her 

accounts during the data scraping. 

 

Table 4. The Explanatory Variables. 
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5.2 Data Exploration 

 

At first, the data were checked if there were any counterintuitive observations. The 

original variable Investments B included all customer's assets through the bank and 

his/her account balance. However, some observations of Investments B seemed to be 

smaller than the corresponding value in Investments A, which included the assets only. 

This appeared to be that the data were scrapped at different times at different variables, 

which can lead to inconsistent observations. Furthermore, in the first dataset 50-60% 

of customers had investments through the bank, which is not the truth (according to 

the management). It was decided to scrape a new dataset that describes more the 

customer population.  

 

The second dataset seemed to be consistent enough to implement the study. It also 

contained ten thousand observations, and after some clear inconsistencies got 

removed, the study was implemented with 9876 observations. The dataset contained 

25 variables after derivations. The histograms of explanatory variables can be found 

in table 5, and the distributions of target variables can be seen in table 6. 

Measurements were also made and are left off this paper because they are irrelevant 

information to publish. 
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Age 

 

Age Groups 

 

Gender 

 

State Of Life 

 

 

Credit / 

Debit Card 

 

 

Investor 

Profile 

 

Average 

Debt 

 

Marketing 

Permission 

 

Online Bank 

 

Mobile Bank 

 

Lives in 

Domain 

 

Assessment 

of needs 

 

Assessment 

of needs 

(Days) 

 

Account 

Balance 

 

 

Table 5. The Histograms of Explanatory Variables.  
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As can be seen from Table 5, the ages of customers are evenly distributed. The most 

common state of life of a customer is “in work”. It is also noteworthy that most 

customers are debt-free, and the histogram is very skewed. The days from the last 

assessment of needs spikes clearly, which can be explained by the fact that all 

customers who have not been assessed have been coded with the “maximum” number 

of days in this area, which was 405 days. There were no records of assessments 

before 1.1.2020. All the other variables were not counterintuitive. Most of the 

customers have credit/debit cards, online banks, and mobile banks. The major part of 

customers does not have investor profiles or marketing permissions. The 

variable Account Balance is also very right-skewed.  

 

 

Investments 

(Yes/No) 

 

Investments over 50 

000€ (Yes/No) 

 

Investments 

over 100 

000€ 

(Yes/No) 

 

Investments in Funds 

(Yes/No) 

 

Investments 

in Stocks 

(Yes/No) 

 

Other Investments 

(Yes/No) 

 

Amount of 

Investments 

 

 

Table 6. Statistics and Histograms of Target Variables. 
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It is noticeable that all of the target variables are not normally distributed. All the target 

variables are shown in table 6. All of them are right-skewed, which means that only a 

small proportion of customers have investments and a very small proportion have a lot 

of investments. Especially the continuous variable amount of Investments is extremely 

skewed.  

 

 

 

Table 7. The Correlation Coefficients 

 

In table 7 is shown the correlation coefficients of explanatory variables and continuous 

target variable amount of investments. It can be observed that there are not many 

correlations between variables. The digital products (card, mobile bank, and online 

bank) seem to correlate positively with each other, which is understandable. Also, the 

derived variables (age groups and assessment of needs, days) have strong 

correlations with their initial variables. Assessment of needs negatively correlates with 

the assessment of needs (days) because the days are calculated from the last 

assessment. In the binary variable assessment of needs, the value is 1 if the needs 

are assessed overall.  

 

5.3 Data Preparation 

 

At first, the data were checked if it contained any empty cells. In this case, the data did 

not contain any of them. After that, nominal variables were coded to numerical with no 

Age Gender State Card Debt Profile Mark. Online Mobile Domain Assess. Ass. (d) Age G Balance Invest.

Age 1 0,0158 0,1219 -0,025 0,0196 0,0115 -0,009 -0,077 -0,269 0,1903 -0,0602 0,0628 0,9685 0,1448 0,071

Gender 0,016 1 0,0108 0,0246 -0,0158 -0,007 0,0184 0,0449 0,0202 -0,0246 -0,0257 0,0257 0,0134 -0,0116 -0,04

State 0,122 0,0108 1 0,1899 0,253 0,08 0,1082 0,2791 0,1848 0,0883 0,0839 -0,0732 0,1086 0,0896 0,0372

Card -0,02 0,0246 0,1899 1 0,16 0,0433 0,1205 0,5025 0,3229 0,0392 0,053 -0,0554 -0,036 0,0776 0,017

Debt 0,02 -0,0158 0,253 0,16 1 0,0929 0,1252 0,194 0,2034 0,0172 0,1681 -0,1521 0,0124 0,011 0,0307

Profile 0,012 -0,0067 0,08 0,0433 0,0929 1 0,1514 0,0841 0,0912 -0,0084 0,172 -0,1499 0,0066 0,1607 0,1554

Mark. -0,01 0,0184 0,1082 0,1205 0,1252 0,1514 1 0,1986 0,2545 0,0133 0,2079 -0,1924 -0,005 0,0496 0,0967

Online -0,08 0,0449 0,2791 0,5025 0,194 0,0841 0,1986 1 0,537 0,0339 0,0819 -0,0631 -0,078 0,0811 0,0428

Mobile -0,27 0,0202 0,1848 0,3229 0,2034 0,0912 0,2545 0,537 1 -0,0257 0,1313 -0,112 -0,263 -0,0278 0,0213

Domain 0,19 -0,0246 0,0883 0,0392 0,0172 -0,008 0,0133 0,0339 -0,0257 1 0,0099 0,0046 0,1967 0,0077 -0,012

Assess. -0,06 -0,0257 0,0839 0,053 0,1681 0,172 0,2079 0,0819 0,1313 0,0099 1 -0,8717 -0,051 0,0948 0,0903

Ass. (d) 0,063 0,0257 -0,0732 -0,055 -0,1521 -0,15 -0,192 -0,063 -0,112 0,0046 -0,8717 1 0,055 -0,0772 -0,069

Age G 0,969 0,0134 0,1086 -0,036 0,0124 0,0066 -0,005 -0,078 -0,2629 0,1967 -0,0513 0,055 1 0,1362 0,0712

Balance 0,145 -0,0116 0,0896 0,0776 0,011 0,1607 0,0496 0,0811 -0,0278 0,0077 0,0948 -0,0772 0,1362 1 0,2342

Invest. 0,071 -0,0396 0,0372 0,017 0,0307 0,1554 0,0967 0,0428 0,0213 -0,0115 0,0903 -0,0691 0,0712 0,2342 1
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order. Randomizers were used in codes for reproductivity. The holdout cross-validation 

was implemented using a 70/30 ratio. If needed, explanatory variables were modified 

to square roots to reduce skewness. This same protocol was implemented with all 

supervised ML algorithms. 

 

All supervised algorithms were tested with raw, normalized, and standardized 

explanatory data, and which conducted the best result was chosen. Normalization was 

done with the z-score method, which centers the data to have 0 for mean and 1 for 

standard deviation. Standardization was done by calculating the difference between 

value and mean and dividing it by the standard deviation of that certain column. 

 

5.4 K-Means Clustering 

 

The first algorithm used was k-means clustering since it provides a good overall picture 

of the data. At first, all explanatory variables were clustered with the target 

variable amount of investments. Every pair were looped with 2-10 k-value to find the 

most effective number of clusters. The performance was measured with the mean 

values of the silhouette. Apparently, the best k-value was 2 for every variable. All the 

clustered pairs are shown in figure 12. In addition, the protocol is listed below: 

 

1. Every explanatory variable was clustered with the target variable amount of 

investments one at a time. The number of clusters was decided using silhouette 

mean. 

2. Variables that appeared to affect the target variable were selected and 3D 

plotted. 

3. In 3D clustering, the number of clusters is chosen using criterion: which number 

appears to make the most difference among the variable amount of Investments. 

4. Interpretations are made from graphics and some key numbers (numbers are 

not shown in this paper). 
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Figure 12. 2D Clustered Explanatory Variables and Amount of Investments.  
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According to 2D plots, shown in figure 12, there are two variables that separate 

observations otherwise than just by the amount of investments. Those variables 

were debt and account balance. Therefore, it was decided to 3D cluster these two 

variables and the variable target amount of Investments. 2-20 k-values were looped, 

and the results did not differ from each other significantly. However, it seemed that five 

clusters served at best for the goal of this thesis and is shown in figure 13.  

 

  

Figure 13. 3D Clustering among Debt, Account Balance and Investments.  

 

Consequently, it can be observed in figure 13 that the amount of debt plays a role in 

clustering investment customers. However, according to calculated means and 

standard deviations, the greatest mean of investments belongs to the group that does 

not have lots of debt and has around 60 000€ account balance. The group that has the 

lowest mean of investments also has a low mean in debt and account balance.  On the 

other hand, Standard deviations are relatively large, and therefore clear judgments 

cannot be made. Nonetheless, according to the graph and statistics, debt is not a 

substitute for investing. The mean of investments is larger when the mean of the 
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account balance is larger, and customers who do not have large debt or money do not 

have a large mean of investments. 

 

5.5 Logistic Regression 

 

The logistic regression algorithm provides probabilities for predictions. Therefore, the 

prediction of LR was modified so that a higher probability value was considered as a 

forecast. This was done so that the results could be measured and compared to the 

results of other algorithms. The performance was measured using the confusion matrix, 

and derived measurements were calculated. Every six categorical target variables 

were studied. The results are shown in table 8. 
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Table 8. The Performance of Logistic Regression.  

 

In brief, the logistic regression model seems to classify customers relatively well when 

it comes to investments yes or no and funds yes or no. However, it can be seen that 

the model cannot classify properly investments over 50 000€, investments over 100 

000€, or other investments despite their accuracy percentages. These target variables 

are highly skewed, and therefore accuracy is not the preferred measure. The model 

managed to classify the main target variable investments yes/no with 63,8% precision. 

Negative Predictive value (85,85%) and true negative rate (96,3%) were also high. 

Accuracy was 84%.  
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Table 9. The Coefficients of the Logistic Regression Functions.   

 

Furthermore, the coefficients of functions for every target variable are shown in table 

9. It is noticeable that debt and account balance has a large effect on the outcome. 

They are continuous variables, and therefore the coefficients are not large. For 

example, exp(-0,0019) is 0,9981, which indicates that when one unit of debt is added, 

and the other variables remain the same, it decreases the odds that a customer invests 

through the bank by 0,19%. In a rough conclusion, it seems that age, 

gender (female), lives in domain, and assessment of needs (days) positively affect the 

probability of a customer to invest through the bank. All the other variables have a 

negative effect. 

 

 

Table 10. The P-Values of the Logistic Regression Function. 
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The p-values of coefficients for the first target variable investments yes/no are shown 

in table 10. Due to the delimitations of this study and the fact that the classification ML 

models were the most effective with the primary target variable investments 

yes/no, the p-values of the first function are interpreted. It can be seen that the 

significant coefficients (p-value lower than 0,05) are intercept, gender, state of life, dept, 

investor profile, marketing permission, online bank, mobile bank, assessment of 

needs, and account balance. In summary, a customer invests through the bank with a 

higher probability if he/she: is a woman, is at work, does not have lots of debt, has an 

investor profile, has given marketing permission, has an online bank, has a mobile 

bank, or his/her needs are assessed within a year. Furthermore, the more money 

he/she has in his/her account, the more likely he/she invests through the bank as well.  

 

5.6 Naïve Bayes 

 

The Naïve Bayes algorithm assumes that every explanatory variable is independent of 

each other. Therefore, variable age groups were removed. The code was looped, and 

the algorithm was used for every target variable. The predictions are formed with 

Gaussian distributions. Again, the performance was measured with the confusion 

matrix and the derived measurements. The results are shown in table 11.  
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Table 11. Performance of Naïve Bayes 
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It can be observed from table 11 that Naïve Bayes model managed to classify 

targets investments yes or no and funds yes or no relatively accurate. Hit rates are 

moderate with every target. Precisions are low with investments over 50 000€, 

investments over 100 000€ and other investments. Accuracies are again in at a 

reasonable level. Overall, what it comes to the main target variable investments 

yes/no, this model seems to predict the correct label at 80% of the time. In other words, 

the model finds half of the desired observations (investors) and is half of the times right 

when predicts “yes.” It is a relatively good result with such skewed data.  

 

 

 

Table 12. Distributions of First Target Variable.  

 

Furthermore, table 12 are presents the Gaussian distributions that are used to classify 

the first target variable investments yes/no. Data is normalized, and therefore the 

means are on a different scale than in original data. The first column represents the 

distributions for “no” and the second for “yes”. It can be seen from the table that the 

means are very close to each other within the variables. This indicates that there are 

no clear distributions on the basis of which straightforward interpretations can be made. 
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Figure 14. Naïve Bayes Distributions with Debt and Account Balance.  

 

However, when the algorithm was run with only two explanatory 

variables, debt and account balance, it can be seen in figure 14 that the centroids of 

the distributions are close to the left bottom corner. The maximum likelihoods for 

investors and non-investors were somewhere around 5000-10000€ for account 

balance or debt.   

 

5.7 Support Vector Machine 

 

Similar to the other ML algorithms in this thesis, several modifications of codes were 

tested. The best method for SVM appeared to be the scaled Kernel Function. SVM 

algorithm performed at the same level with and without normalization or 

standardization. It is assumable that SVM does not perform very precisely with very 

skewed data, which happened to be true. The performance of SVM is shown in table 

13. 
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Table 13. The Performance of Support Vector Machine. 
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SVM managed to find investor customers with 65,8% precision. F-measures were 

around 40%, with the main target investments yes/no and funds yes/no. Accuracies 

were high, but it is useless to predict all to be non-investors with targets 

like investments over 50 000€, investments over 100 000€, stocks, and other 

investments. All in all, SVM performed relatively well with main target investments 

yes/no and funds yes/no, but did not perform well with other targets.  

 

5.8 K-Nearest neighbor 

 

K-Nearest Neighbor was implemented with a similar protocol to other algorithms. 

Standardization of data appeared to be effective using KNN. All the six target variables 

were studied, and the most effective amount of neighbors were chosen by looping and 

choosing the highest F-measure. 
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Table 14. The Performance of KNN Algorithm. 

 

As shown in table 14, the KNN algorithm managed to classify the data with high 

accuracy. KNN reached over 50% precision and over 80% accuracy with the main 

target variable investments yes/no and funds yes/no. Nonetheless, the skewness of 

the target variables investments over 50 000€, investments over 100 000€, 

stocks, and other investments brought some difficulties for classification, and KNN 

performed at low hit rates and precisions.  

 

 

Figure 15. KNN Algorithm with Debt and Account Balance.  

 

Furthermore, KNN-algorithm was also implemented with only debt and account 

balance as explanatory variables and investments yes/no as the target variable, 

shown in figure 15. The X-axis is debt, and the y-axis is the account balance. There is 
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the original values in the left sub-figure and the prediction map in the right sub-figure. 

Investor customers are marked as green dots and non-investors with black dots. There 

is wide areas of investor predictions for customers with low account balance but a 

larger amount of debt.  

 

5.9 Decision Tree 

 

The data was prepared for the decision tree using the square root transformation for 

skewness. Again, the algorithm was tested with raw, normalized, and standardized 

data, and the model performed at best with standardization. The most effective 

maximal size of decision splits was looped for every target variable separately. The 

performances were evaluated using the confusion matrix.  
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Table 15. The Performance of the Decision Tree 

 

In table 15, is shown the confusion matrix measurements of the performances of the 

decision tree. It is noticeable that DT performed at the best level of the used models in 

this thesis. It performed with 87,7% accuracy, 79,8% precision, and 44,4% hit rate with 

the main target variable investments yes/no. Furthermore, it outperformed other 

models with other target variables as well, despite investments over 100 000€. DT also 

failed to find customers who invest more than 100 000€. 

 

 

Figure 16. The Decision Tree for Target Variable Investments Yes/No 
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Moreover, the decision tree structure for the main target variable Investments 

yes/no were explored and the decision tree is shown in figure 16. Some clear turning 

points can be observed from the tree. Roughly interpreting, an investment profile plays 

a crucial role. If a customer has an investor profile of a risk taker and account balance 

over 9 647€, the model predicts that the customer invests through the bank. However, 

if a customer does not have an investor profile, he/she can also be an investor.  

 

5.10 Artificial Neural Network 

 

With the artificial neural network, there are numerous different possibilities for 

conducting a study. In this thesis, a built-in code called “patternnet” was implemented 

in MATLAB, because it is the most suitable model for binary classification tasks. The 

ANN process was implemented in the following order: 

 

1. The most effective ANN algorithm was selected by testing all the available 

algorithms with the main target variable Investments Yes/No. 

2. A hidden layer size was optimized with a loop with every run, and the most 

effective hidden layer size was chosen based on the lowest root mean squared 

error in training and validation sets. 

3. Every six target variables were studied, and hidden layer sizes were optimized 

separately. 

4. The predictions were made using the trained ANN from the testing set. 

5. The performance was measured with the confusion matrix. 

 

The most effective algorithm appeared to Bayesian Regularization. The most efficient 

hidden layer sizes varied between 3-10.  
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Table 16. The Performance of the Artificial Neural Network. 
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The ANN performed at a similar level to the decision tree. The measurements from the 

confusion matrix are presented in table 16. ANN managed to classify investments 

yes/no with 87,3% accuracy, 76,3% precision, 44,1% hit rate and 55,9% f-measure. In 

addition, The model predicted fund investors with 61,3% precision, 39,5% hit rate, and 

86,6% accuracy. On the other hand, ANN did not perform that well with the other 

targets. 

 

5.11 Linear Regression 

 

The linear regression was implemented slightly differently than the other algorithms. 

Firstly, the target variable with linear regression must be continuous, and therefore the 

target variable for linear regression was the continuous variable amount of investments. 

However, a linear regression model requires some assumptions. These assumptions 

are called BLUE-estimators, and therefore some tests were made, and the results from 

these tests are shown in figure 17. Due to the skewness, the data was standardized 

and square-root transformed, and the target variable was changed to logarithms.  

 

 

 

Figure 17. Tests for BLUE estimators.  
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Like can be seen in figure 17, the target variable amount of investments had a constant 

mean. The sample autocorrelation function and the sample partial autocorrelation 

function are also shown in figure 17. It can be observed that red dots do not exceed 

the blue lines in either sub-figure, meaning no autocorrelation. Furthermore, Ljung-Box 

and Engle tests were implemented. There was no reason to reject the null hypothesis 

in either of these tests, which means that there was no autocorrelation or 

heteroscedasticity. In addition, the mean of actual residuals was also around zero, and 

it can be observed from the first sub-figure that the target variable had a constant 

variance.  

 

Variables Estimates Standard Error T-Statistic P-Value 

(Intercept) 2,2899 0,056535 40,504 5,3359e-322 

Age -0,148 0,10008 -1,4789 0,1392 

Age Groups -0,37127 0,061156 -6,0708 1,34E-09 

Gender -0,080382 0,059703 -1,3464 0,17823 

State Of Life 0,077121 0,047873 1,6109 0,10724 

Credit / Debit Card 0,051228 0,011899 4,3052 1,69E-05 

Investor Profile 1,4621 0,050217 29,115 7,09E-176 

Average Debt 0,31487 0,041478 7,5912 3,59E-14 

Marketing Permission 0,10987 0,058874 1,8661 0,062063 

Online Bank 0,059156 0,048255 1,2259 0,22028 

Mobile Bank -0,084958 0,041511 -2,0467 0,04073 

Lives In Domain 0,15277 0,053473 2,857 0,00429 

Assessment Of Needs -0,31324 0,05054 -6,1979 6,05E-10 

Assessment Of Needs (Days) 0,32749 0,095981 3,412 0,00064847 

Account Balance 0,21863 0,013 16,818 3,11E-62 

     

Error Degrees Of Freedom  6899    
Root Mean Squared Error 2,28    

R-Squared 0,218    

Adjusted R-Squared 0,217    
 

Table 17. The Linear Regression Coefficients.  

 

The coefficients of the Linear Regression model are represented in table 17. In the 

column named P-Value are shown the statistical significances of explanatory variables. 

Statistically significant variables were intercept, age groups, credit/debit card, investor 

profile, average debt, mobile bank, assessment of needs, assessment of needs (days), 

and account balance. The model was tested again by removing insignificant variables 

(different combinations), but the performance did not improve. The performances of all 
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the other models with different variables were tested with the mean squared error, the 

root mean squared error, the R-squared, and the adjusted R-squared. The best model 

contained all the explanatory variables and intercept. The root mean squared error was 

2,28, and the adjusted R-squared where 0,217. This indicates that the linear regression 

model can explain around 22% of the variance of the target variable amount of 

investments. However, the skewness of the target variable affects to R-squared. All in 

all, this model cannot be considered reliable and accurate.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this chapter, the answers to the research questions are presented. At first, the most 

potential investor customer segment is defined, and findings for determining attributes 

are explored. After that, the most effective machine learning models for all the target 

variables are discussed and grounded. Some key takeaways are also listed. This is 

followed by some discussion about the fitness of the used ML models, and some 

limitations are presented. Finally, some possible ideas for further studies are 

introduced. 

 

6.1 Answer for the First Research Question 

 

The first research question was: 

 

1. What is the most potential investor customer target group, and what are the 

distinguishing attributes? 

 

The first steps of finding the most potential investment customer group begun with 2D 

and 3D clustering. The K-means clustering found that the only distinctive explanatory 

variables were the average debt and the account balance. These two variables were 

clustered with the main target variable investments yes/no. The 3D graphics and 

numbers demonstrated that debt does not prevent investing, and a customer invests 

more when he/she has a higher account balance.  

 

With supervised ML methods, the distinguishing factors were not self-evident to find. 

Superficially, it seemed that all the explanatory variables seemed to have to do with 

the probability of whether or not a customer invests through the bank. However, with 

more abstruse interpreting, some common distinguishing factors appeared among all 

methods. In conclusion, the following notes can be made: 

 

1. A customer invests through the bank with a higher probability if he/she has an 

investor profile.   
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2. A customer is more likely to invest if he or she has more money in his or her 

account.  

 

3. Debt does not prevent investing. According to several models, the probability of 

investing increases among debt until a certain amount. 

 

4. A customer invests with a higher probability if his/her state of life is at work. 

 

5. A customer invests through the bank with a higher probability if he/she has given 

marketing permission. 

 

6. A customer invests through the bank with a higher probability if the bank has 

contacted him/her. 

 

7. A customer invests with a higher probability through the bank if he/she uses the 

mobile bank or/and the online bank.  

 

A customer can have an investor profile without having any investments through the 

bank. These customers should be considered very potential targets, e.g., for marketing 

investment products.  

 

This study also proves that customer groups that are already assumed to be more 

profitable investor customers (like notes 4-7 listed above) invest with higher probability 

through the bank. Customers with online banks and mobile banks are more faithful to 

the bank, and they are overall more ready to use different services. Moreover, this 

study also proves that the bank should keep contacting their customers and assess 

their needs. 

 

6.2 Answer for the Second Research Question 

 

The second research question was: 

 

2. Which of the selected machine learning methods segments investment 

customers most effectively? 
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The main aim was to detect the investor customers and the models classified investors 

and non-investors at a reasonable level. The used classification models performed at 

approximately the same level with the main target variable investments yes/no and 

target variable funds yes/no. Accuracies were good with every model and every target 

variable. Nonetheless, The models did not perform so well with the targets investments 

over 50 000€ yes/no, investments over 100 000€ yes/no, stocks yes/no, and 

other investments yes/no.  

 

Notes of the best models are listed below: 

 

1. The best models were the decision tree and the artificial neural network for the 

main target variable investments yes/no. 

  

2. The best model was the decision tree for the target variable funds yes/no, stocks 

yes/no, and other investments yes/no. 

  

3. Naïve Bayes performed with the best hit rates for every target variable, but 

precisions were low. 

  

4. Naïve Bayes found the most larger investors (over 50 000€ or over 100 000€). 

  

5. All the models had high true negative rates and accuracies. 

  

6. K-means is good for exploring unseen data. 

  

7. Basic linear regression analysis is not applicable for highly skewed target 

variables. 

 

 

The best models for marketing purposes would be Naïve Bayes and k-means because 

they label a great number of observations to be investors. On the other hand, if more 

exact predictions are needed, then the artificial neural network and the decision tree 
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could be used. One possible option to utilize these models is to label the rest of the 

customer data and try to contact new potential investors. 

 

K-means clustering is a very useful model for exploring new data. In this study, this 

model managed to show some key factors for identifying investor customers:  debt and 

the amount of cash a customer has in his or her bank accounts. In brief, clustering is 

a suitable method to get the first insights from data. Nonetheless, the linear regression 

model did not appear to be useful for the task of this thesis. 

 

6.3 Takeaways from This Paper 

 

In this section, some key points from this thesis are introduced. These are valuable 

notes for tasks in the data analysis field and for selling investment products in the 

banking domain.  

 

• K-means clustering is a useful model for exploring new data. 

• Decision tree do not perform best with a large number of splits.  

• Neural Networks are valuable but are hard to interpret. 

• Decision tree and Naïve Bayes are useful for very skewed target variables.  

• Graphical presentations ease interpreting dramatically. 

• Traditional customer relationship management is effective in banking. 

• Debt does not prevent investing. 

 

All in all, the collaboration bank would benefit from this study by using ML methods to 

cluster or classify their customers by different targets. Customer contacting and 

customer relationship management would get support from ML recommendations. For 

example, if a specific customer segment can be classified, investment advisors can 

focus on products that the customer, who belongs to that group, is more likely to buy. 

 

6.4 Comparison to Previous Studies  

 

Sarah F. Sabbeh (2018, 273) Studied customer churn and achieved 90-94% 

accuracies, and Huang et al. (2020, 1,6) predicted surgery durations with ML 

algorithms with as low inaccuracy as 23,7%. Messina et al. studied headaches, 
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especially migraines, and reached 86% accuracy with machine learning models. 

According to Kavakiotuses et al. (2017, 104-112) literature review, ML methods can 

predict diabetes with above 80% classification accuracy. In this paper, the used ML 

models also performed with over 80-97% accuracies with every target. However, this 

thesis preferred measurements like hit rate, precision, and F-measure. Due to the 

skewness of the data, it is relatively easy to reach high accuracy numbers, with just 

predicting all the data points to be the most common one. 

 

In the banking domain, the majority of the previous studies focused more on predicting 

possible credit defaults (explored in section 3.2.1), which makes sense because a 

traditional banking business makes the most of its profits by loaning. Nevertheless, 

Moro et al. (2014, 24-31) implemented the most similar previous study. They also used 

the logistic regression, the decision tree, the neural network, and the support vector 

machine to study the success of a bank telemarketing in long-term deposits. 

Accordingly, The NN model performed at best. Moro et al. had data with 150 features 

and from the time frame 2008-2013. They also combined neural networks and decision 

trees. In this thesis, the decision tree was the best model with 79,8% precision and 

44,4% hit rate. The artificial neural network also performed well. Due to that, it would 

be a great idea for further studies of this topic to include also some sensitivity analysis 

to the ANN model for interpretation purposes and try to combine the models. In addition, 

this study could also benefit if more explanatory variables could be in use. The 

recommendations for future studies are discussed more in section 6.6. 

 

6.5 Discussion and Limitations 

 

Analyzing target variables like investments over 50 000€ and investments over 100 

000€ would require more data. It is also possible to modify the data by adding more 

positive observations in the data with the same values in explanatory variables. In this 

study, 70% of the data was used for the training set, and 30% was used for the testing 

set. Because of that, there were too few investors with over 50 000€ or 100 000€ in 

testing sets. Nonetheless, some other ratios were also tested, but that did not change 

the results significantly. In this thesis, it was ensured that the distributions between 

investors and non-investors in training and testing sets were similar every time when 

data was split for holdout cross-validation.  
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In addition, a more comprehensive interpretation would improve the findings. One 

possible interpretation method could be sensitivity analysis like Moro, Cortex & Rita 

(2014, 24-31) did when they studied the effectiveness of telemarketing in banking. This 

thesis ensured that the distributions between investors and non-investors in training 

and testing sets were similar every time data was split for holdout cross-validation. 

 

6.6 Recommendations for Future Studies 

 

Some ideas for further studies came up during the process. There is an endless road 

in the machine learning field with possibilities to improve model selection, usage of the 

models, data preparation, etc. Therefore the following recommendations do not focus 

on technical improvements. 

 

First of all, one great idea might be to implement this study with other kinds of targets 

like credit cards, interest rate caps, or other sellable products in the banking field. It 

was noticeable that the usage of AI systems in selling products is not implemented as 

largely as in credit scoring in banking.  

 

Moreover, it would be useful to segment investor customers who have already 

revealed their interest in investing and find suitable products to sell. In this thesis, the 

targets were skewed because of the split between investors and non-investors. 

Different ML algorithms could get very high-performance levels with not so skewed 

data.  

 

Lastly, according to previous studies like Sarah F. Sabbeh (2018, 273) and Huang, et 

al. (2020, 1,6), boosting ML methods can be very efficient. For example, AdaBoost or 

Gradient Boosting. These methods are successfully implemented, for example, in the 

medical field. It would be interesting to utilize them also in the banking domain. 
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